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SIERRA NEVADA
ENGLISH SUMMER CAMP

English Classes
 
Every day groups 5, 6, 7 and 8 have 
got classes from 10:00 to 12:00 in the 
morning and from 4:00 to 6:00 in the 
afternoon. In class we do a lot of 
different things like watching films, 
singing songs, writing reviews, 
learning grammar and of course 
practising our oral English. Also in 
class we have got some rules; like be 
polite, respect our classmates, be 
punctual and don't shout. 

 By:  Maria Jesus Sobrino Quel, 
Cristina Oro Fornes (Group 7)

Free Time
By:  Jose Antonio Moreno & Miguel Angel 

Gálvez Bellón  (Group 7)

 In this camp, we have free time since 
you finish to have breakfast and until you start 
the English classes.  In this period, you can 
play numerous table games, but normally, 
children play table tennis, basketball and table 
football inside and outside the Hotel.  You 
also can watch TV because grups 1,2, 3 and 4 
start English classes 45 minutes before us.  

You have free time from 15:00 to 16:00, too.  
At this time, you can do all inside and outside 
hotel activities:  play cards with your friends 
watch TV and tell the monitors if you have 
any problems.  After you have a shower and 
until you have dinner you also have free time.  
If you do a lot of sport at this time you will 
sweat and this is very uncomfortable.
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SUMMER CAMP NEWS

A Ghost in the Hotel

 In the hotel Reino Nevado there is a 
ghost...

 Yesterday I was in my bathroom brushing my 
teeth, when opened my door.  I went to my bed and 
saw a woman, a ugly woman with a desformed face.  
She shout’s “Help, Help!!”  I was scared.  She said:  I 
am going to kill all hte childrens in Reino Nevado!!!” I 
said “Why?  She said:  I was in the first CL’s camp and 
the boys threw me to the window because I was 
horrible and ugly.  I fall down in the street..... revenge, 
revenge!!

By:  Natalia Martínez Ceña, Marcos, Alba and Raul 
García. (Group 4)

ACTIVITIES

THE 3 GROUP WIN THE GYMKANA.  

The 3 Group and the teacher Lisa is win the first jincana 
of 2013, the grup 1 and the grup 2 have the same marks 
because is finish in the same time.  The monitor David is 
see all of the challenges.  Thursday 4th July 2013.  

Wednesday 3rd 2013 The team green wings on football vs 
team blue and team red.

On Tuesday we played spiribol and darts.  The people 
who win in darts went Jaime. And in spiribol won Fillippo 

By:  César Martínez, Pablo Torrella, Pablo Torres, & 
Filippo Falconieri (Group 2)

• Theme Park

 Theme park, one of the activities in 
CL. It's a fantastic park, because you can ride 
in a lot of things like Russian sledges; you sit 
in a sledge amd go down for a hill; ice skating, 
go downhill with a dinghi or a motorbike.

• C.A.R.D

 C.A.R.D is a sport centre for 
sportsmen. You can play in 11-Football field, 
PVC pitch and external pitch. You can play 
football, handball, basketball and volleyball.

• Pradollano

 In Pradollano, you can see a beautiful 
sight, or buy clothes and souvenirs. You can 
drive a small car with pedals and run for all 
Pradollano, it's an unforgettable experience. 
You can eat in a picturesque cafe or in a 
fantastic restaurant. This is the beast sight in 
all Granada. 

• Activities

 In our hotel, you can know things 
about nutrition or about first aid. You can 
learn karate too. There are other activities like 
table tennis, table football, spiriball or dance 
expression

 It's a fantastic camp.

 By: Marcos Fernandez, Estela 
Gallardo, Cayetano Garcia – (Group 8)
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PARTY TIME!
By: Marta Carmona, Ainhoa and Carmen – (Group 8)

 In CL camp we have a lot of parties at night, like 
these:

• The Welcome Party: The Welcome Party is the first of the 
CL camp. In this party, we meet the new people and also 
dance a lot.

• Ibiza Night: In this party, we have to wear white clothes 
and we also play games. In one game, each person has a 
different colour of balloon and the DJ says a colour so 
everybody have to hit the people who have this colour. 
We also do a competition of different kinds of dancing.

• Pub: We go to the pub twice in the camp. There, we 
dance a lot and if we want, we can dance up to the DJ's 
table.

• Pyjama Party: In this party we have to go with our 
pyjamas and we do a competition of different kinds of 
pyjamas. And we dance a lot.

• Final Party: This is the best party of the camp because it's 
the last party. We go very well dressed to the party. This 
party is organised by the children of the camp, not the 
monitors. We give the medals to the winners of the 
different sports. Each group sings a song in English. 
Finally, the monitors put sad music and everyone cry. 

By:  Esther, Teresa, Elena (Group 1)

STORY 

By: Raquel Peña, Nacho Fernandez, María Rueda, & Ignacio Origuela (Group 3)
 
 Once upon a time.  In a cementery.  There were 2 friends.  1 boy and 1 girl, your names 
were Eustajillo and Msr NANCY.  Eustajillo it was: ugly, small and happy.  NANCY it was : 
pretty, small, like a dolla and she loves animals.  After that they were walked very attentives 
because they listen a noise.  There are lots of zombies! Eustajillo confronted to the zombies, 
while NANCY scared was hiding behind to the rock, but Eustajillo fought to the zombies.  The 
zombies it was very fourious.  But NANCY went to fought with Eustajillo.  In the end 
Eustajillo. In the end Eustajillo die in the cementery.  And Nancy break his heart.  

THE END
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

Made by:  Lucia Aranda Gomez & 
Sofia Martinez Soriano (Group 3)

Monitors
Lena is the monitor of the group 1. She's very happy and 
funny. It's Lena's first year.

Laura is the monitor of the group 2. She is from Ireland and 
she's happy and friendly. It's Laura's second year.

Lisa is the monitor of the group 3. She's from Alaska. She has 
got white skin and red hair. She is a few shy because it is her 
first year.

Dorota is the monitor of the group 4. She is very funny and she 
dance much. This is her fourth year.

Jonathan is the monitor of the group 5. He is from Scotland. 
He is friendly, funny and dance well. It's his second year. 

Keith is the monitor of the group 6. He is English. Despite 
been in his first year he is very funny and friendly.

Tony is the monitor of the group 7 and he is the best, of course. 
He is from Glasgow, Scotland. He is a fan of the team Celtic of 
Glasgow and he loves rock. He is funny and pacient. It is his 
4th year. 

Tom is the monitor of the group 8 and he is from England. He 
is very tall and funny. He wears a beret. This is his 4th year.

There are two sports monitors; Bustos and David. Also, David 
do karate classes. He's 2nd dan.

Angela is the nutritionist, Carmina is the doctor, Carlos is the 
director, and Ana is another monitor.

Mari and Ignacio are in the cafe.

 By: Jose Antonio Moreno- (Group 7)
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INTERVIEWS

Carlos, Bustos & Carmina

1. Do you like your work?
• Carlos: Yes, because always is 

different.
• Carmina: Yes, a lot because I love 

working with children.
• Bustos: Yes, because is a work funny 

and I work with children. 

2. How do you feel when he children go 
home after the summer camp? 
• Carmina: I miss then, I feel a little sad. 
• Bustos: A little sad.
• Carlos: Happy because my work has 

finish but sad….

3. What is funniest thing that happened in the 
summer camp?

• Carlos: Everyday we live the 
funniest day!

• Bustos: When David and me 
dressed like a princess. The dress 
did not fit  

• Fancy dress party

4. Is it easy for you to control the children?
• Carlos: Is it not easy but we have a 

good organitation.
• Bustos: Yes because I have a lots of 

years hear. 
• Carmina: More less sometimes a 

little beat difficul.

5. Will you doing imposibles things for the 
summer camp?

• Bustos: yes, use the games and the 
other places.

• Carmina: I work a lot.
• Carlos: I sleep 4 hours everyday. 

By: Susana Rivera, Elena Tortosa, Lucia 
Alcoba and Marina Tena (Group 2)

By:  Luis Miguel Ibánez Rodriguez (Group 1) By:  Adrian Fikry (Group 1)

SPORTS 
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JOKES & RIDDLES

By:  Elena S, Esperanza D, Mar C, Adela S. (Group 2)

In a class

-Ok, tomorrow your 
have to bring some for 
the vatiquin.

The next day

-María, what do you 
have?
-I have some bandaids.
-OK.  And you Pablo?

-I have cohen.
-OK.  What do you 
have Jaimito?
-I have a “bomba de 
haire”
-And, How brings 
you?
-My grandad.
-What does he said 
you?
-Jaimito I die!

1. How do you put five elephant in a car?

2. Seems like boring but sunny is, if you now 
you have a good time.  What is it?

Answers:
1. Two in front and three behind.  
2.  The camp

By:  Marina Redondo Arenas(Group 3)
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COMICS

By: Noelia Vargas Ruiz, Marta Vargas Ruiz, 
& Lucia Gonzalez Rivas (Group 3)

WORDSEARCH

By: Ixaso, Jorge, & Manuel (Group 1)

By: Daniel Yebra Ruiz (Group 3)
HOROSCOPE
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The Dark Knight

 The film is based on a history that 
includes Batman (who wants to leave his job), 
The Joker (a criminal who wants to prove the 
honest Gotham), Alfred, Lucius Fox (a person 
who helps Batman in his missions), Harvey Dent 
(the real hero of Gotham) and Gordon (the 
comissioner that is in trouble with Harvey).

 The film treats the plan of Joker (steal 
money of the bank, fire money and people...). 
Harvey is going to marry Rachel, who dies in an 
accident (that's why Harvey and Gordon are in 
trouble), Harvey wants  a revenge for kill Rachel 

and melt his face. Finally, the Joker is caught by 
Batman and Gordon's family is saved, also by 
Batman.

Favourite scene: The end, when Gordon says 
that Batman is not a hero, however, he's a silent 
guardian.

Opinion: I think that the film is entertaining, but, 
sometimes, there are moments of silence and 
tension. And that's why the film becomes in a 
really good work of art.

Mario Martinez Blaya – (Group 7)

FILM REVIEWS

 Batman is the main character of the film 
and he fights versus the Joker. The Joker amd 
other persons steal a bank and they wanted to kill 
Batman but they try to kill the mayor, but 
Comissioner Gordon saves him. The Joker said 
that if Batman doesn't reveal his identity he start 
to kill. The police catched the Joker when he was 
chasing Harvey Dent (a lawyer) but he scaped 
out of the prision. Harvey Dent and his girlfriend 
Rachel were in a factory with dynamite. It was a 
trick prepared for the Joker in which only one of 
they can save. Batman went to the factory and 
save to Harvey, but Rachel died. Harvey's face 
becomes scarred. Harvey goes to a hospital and 
the Joker visit him and tell he that Rachel's death 
was Gordon's fault. 

 So, Harvey made Gordon went to a place 
for save his family. In the end of this scene 
Harvey Dent died. A lot of people go into a 
cruiser scaping for the Joker, but the engines 
stopped and Joker said that if people in the other 
cruiser don't die, the other person in the group 
would die. 

 My favourite scene is when Batman and 
Alfred are reading a Rachel's letter because is 
quite emotive because they are remembering her.

I like the film but it has got lots of action so 
when I was watching this I didn't remember the 
previous scene.

Miguel Angel Galvez Bellon – (Group 7)


